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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATlOt'

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 23

[Docket No. 23740; Amendment No. 2~J

RIN 212~AD48

Airworthiness Standsrds; Small
Airplanes With Stall Speed Greater
Than 61 Knots

AGENCY: Feden~l Aviation
Administraticr. (FAAJ, DOT.
AcnON: Final ru Ie.

SUMMARY: This finai rule amends the
stalling speed reqcirements npplicable
to single-engine airplanes a.""!.d to certain
multiengine smsH airplanes of loss than
6,000 pounds maximum weight. The
rule permits those airplanes to have a
stall speed greater than 61 knots,
provided they meet certain additional
occupant protection stand.)rds. These
changes are needed to penn it the design
and type certificaticn of highor
performanca airplsDes with increased
cruise speeds and belter specific fuel
consumption. The amendments are
intended to achieve the benefits of
certificating higher performRnce
airplanes while affording their
occupants the same It;vel of protection
in an emBrgency 18.J,ding that is
presently provided by airplanes with a
51·mot stall speed.
EFFECTIVE DATE: A~g<lSt IB, 1993.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATlON CONTACT:
Mike Downs, Standards Office (ACE
112), Small Airplane Directora:t>,
Aircraft Certification Sarvice, Federal
Aviation Administration, 601 East 12th
Street, Kansas City, :Missouri 64106;
telepbont> (B16) 426--6941.

SUPPLEMENTART INFORMAnON:

Backgnnmd

This amendment is based on Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) No. 91
12, which was published on May 13,
1991, (56 FR 22070). Comments to the
NPRM were requested with a closing
date of September 10,1991. All
comments received in response to
Notice No. 91-12 have been considered
in adopting this amendment.

Discussion of Comments

General

Ten ccmmenters submitted responses
to Notice No. 91-12. One commenter
objects to a statement made by the FAA
in the background material of the notice.
Five commenters favor the proposal and
four commenters oppose the proposal.

One commenter objects to a statement
in Ibe background material of the notice

and indicatt>s that the FAA erred in
statins Ibat airplanes with. V"" leas
than 61 inots aDd bigb wing loading
would require complex high IJft sysltlmS
that may result in a reduction of low
speed flying qualitias and I......" the
levt>1 olsafety of both normal and
emergency operations in approa£h and
landing conditions. The commenter
adds that complex high lift devi<:es have
been around since the late· 19211'a and
many of the devices used at that time
maintained excellent control down to.
and through stall speeds lower than 40
mph. Tbe FAA is eware of these devic..
and some of the airplane. on which they
are instened. Tbe use of these devices
may result in 8 reduction of the low
speed flying qualities oflbe airplao....
The pilot of an airplane equipped wilb
e more complex high lift .yslBm may
choose to land at a higher speed in
normal operation to reduce piloting
tasks. Another pilot may choose to I«nd
et a bigher speed in an emergency
situation in order to ensure grou.nd
impact under controlled conditions. At
a bigher approach speed, an airplane is
less responsive to gusts, and the control
of the eirplane about an Ibree axes Is
improved. In sbort, the handling
qualities of an airplane are also
dependant on Ibe type and design of the
high lift devices, and on tbe controls
employed and the skill required to
operate them.

One commente, argues that Ibt>
current 61·knot .tell rule d.... oot
account for advancements made in
airplane engine reliability. The
commente. states that, due t<> the
increased reliability of airpl'ane engines",
the 61·mot stan requirement should be
d&!eted. Another commente. indicates
that Ibe excellent airplane engine
reliability "",ord cannot be improved.
and that e change in stall speed is not
1IlIUTtilted. The FAA agrees that even
though Ibe probability of. powerplant
failure may decreese with increased
powerplant reliability, the probebility of
an emergency forced landing condition
may remain constant'or be minimally
affected. As pointed out by the Small
Aircraft Stan Speed Study Group, tht>
predominant cause of emergency forced
landings is fuel starvation caused by
poor management or handling of the
fuel aystem by the pilot. Sioce in<:reesed
powerplant reliability hes little effect on
Ibe number of emergency forced
landings, the occupants of airplanes
baving a stall speed greater than 61
mots must be afforded the bent>fits "f
the same structural crashworthiness as
those occupants in airplanes baTing a
stall speed of 61 mots.

The commeoter meotions that
estimates for the cost and weight

penalty for staying within the CWTent
61·mot stan requirement using high lift
devices should be investigated, as
should the cost and weight penalty for
providiog equivalent occupant
protection for airplanes having a s!aB
.peed greater than 61 knots. The
commenter adds that insurance rates
anrlliehility implications sbould el80 be
investigated for those new airplanes that
wi!! bave a stenapood greater than 61
inots. The FAA disagree•. This rule will
ellow the epplicant to select Ibe
combination of stall speed B..TId occupant
protection requirements that will be
most cost beneficial snd appropriate to
the airplane design. Since spllCific
estimates of potential structure and
weight penalty costs are design specific,
this information is unavailable at this
time.

One commenter feols that this
amendment and the 61 knot limitation
have 00 relevance to commuter category
aircraft and the contemplated value of
peak acct>leration level (32g) Ibat the
comrnenter believes is being considered
for commuter category aircraft. The FAA
agrees that this amendment has no
relationship with the contemplated
commuter category airplane NPRM for
seats. The rationale used to provide an
alternetive to the 61-mot stan speed
limitation is based partly on a
methodology found in the U.S. Army's
Aircraft Crasb Survival Design Guide
and in the comprehensive FAAINASA
fun scale general aviation airplane
impact test dsta base. The alternative to
the 61-mot sten speed limitetion is also
consistent with the two analytical
methodologies considered by the
Simpson Crashworthiness
Subcommittee. They emphasize and
address crash and occupa.'lt inertia load
attenuation.

This amendment adjusts the current
combined vertical/longitudinal design
standard found in the emergency
landing dynamic conditions to require
an increase in seat/occupant impact
load attenuation that is consistent with
the potential increase in impact
acceleration level. The impact
acceleration levels determined by the
methods specified in this amendment
are also consistent with the results of
the full scale general aviation airplane
impact test program.

The maximum acceleration levels
fOWld in this amendment are well
within the survivability envelope for
small eirplanes found in the National
Tnmsportation Safety Board (NTSB)
Phase ill, General Aviation
Crasbwortbiness Project Safety Report.
'"'" NTSB c"ncludes that "Acceleration
levels and velocity changes of 23 to 30g
and 50 to 60 foot per second in the
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vertical direction are generally
survivable but the loads experienced by
the occupants must be limited to a
lower level to prevent crippling injuries
to the back and neck", This amendment
is consistent with that conclusion Bnd it
should reduce or minimize spinal
injuries since the amendment addresses
crash and occupant inertia load
attenuation.

One CQmmentar suggests that 8
number of additional risks may be
associated with the emergency landing.
These risks should be addressed in this
amendment and include the following'
failure to avoid obstacles (aircraft
maneuverability), failure of occupant
restraints. failure of structure. failure of
the pilot to execute the lending
successfully (skill end treining). and
post impact fire.

Prior to issuing Notice No. 91-12, the
FAA studied a recommendation to
require additional flight instruction for
pilots of single·engine airplanes with a
power-off stall speed in the lending
configuration of more than 61 knots.
The FAA concluded that edequete flight
instruction was already included in the
normal flight training curriculum,
though it did not relete specifically to
an increase in stall speed. Pilot skill and
training, including the ability to evoid
obstacles. ere covered adequately by the
current flight training requirements.

The commenter does not provide
supportive data or specific
recommendations regarding failure of
occupant restraints. However, occupant
restraint and occupant Impact load
attenuation are addressed adequately by
this amendment and by amendment 23
36 on em~rgency landing conditions (53
FR 30802, Aug. 15. 1988).

The commenter does not cite a
rationale or justify a'need to address
failure of strueture. The FAA has no
reason to extend this amendment to
include enhancements to airframe
structure. The airframe structures of all
pert 23 airplanes, including those that
currently exceed the 61·knot stall spaed
limitation, are similar. There is no
evidence to justify emending the
airframe structure design standards at
this time.

Finally, the JAA mentions their
concern over the risks associated with
post impect fire. The nature of post
crash fires is difficult to define in terms
of precisely where the fire sterts and
how it spreads. Clearly a prerequisite is
the spillege of fuel followed by a source
of ignition. Studies conducted by the
General Avietion Safety Penel (GASP)
indicate thetexisting data feils to
identify precisely whet adventeges
would accrue from increasing the
crashworthiness of fuel systems in small

general aviation airpl~es.The purpose
of improving the crashworthiness of a
fuel system is to prevent considerable
spillage in a survivable accident and
deley the onset of rapid propegation of
post crash fire in order to increase the
time evailable for the pilot end
passengers to remove themselves from
the airplane. These improvements in
crashworthiness may not in all cases
pravent a post crash fire. GASP
contends that the means for increasing
the time available for extrication in a
survivable accident by preventing large
quentities of fuel spillege near obvious
ignition sources needs to be considered
for each design individuelly. It is not
practical to develop a universal
specification for the design of crash
resistant fuel systems thet would be
applicable to all airplanes. It is for these
reasons that this final rule does not
specifically address crashworthiness of
fuel systems. However, this final rule
does raquire applicents for type
certification of designs with a stall
speed greeter then 61 knots to provide
the crashworthiness in terms of airframe
and occupant protection equivalent to
those airplanes with a stall speed less
than 61 knots. The FAA continues to
explore ways of dealing with post crash
fires and, at this time, is preparing 8

supplemental nolice of proposed
rulemaking for crash resistant fuel
systems.

Discussion of Comments to Specific
Sections of Port 23

Section 23.49. This proposes to
amend pert 23 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations to permit type certification
of both single and multiengine airplanes
with stall speeds greater than 61 knots,
provided they incorporate additional
occupant protection provisions to
compensate for the increased kinetic
energy dissi pated during a forced
landing. This would be eccomplished
by emending § 23.49 to require
compliance with certain additional
occupant protection requirements
included in this proposal.

Two comments were received on this
proposel.

One commenter refm;; to the
conclusion reeched by the Small
Aircraft Stall Speed Study Group. The
study group found thet it was
impossible to conclude, based on the
accident record. thatlhe retention of the
61-knot.stalllimitation in pert 23 for
single-engine airplanes has provided
any degree of crash protection to
occupants. The commenter believes that
this conclusion was made because the
data releted to airplenes that meet the
present airworthiness standards.

The FAA notes that the
Crashworthiness Subcommittee of the
Small Aircraft Stell Speed Study Group
found thet "Increesing the stall speed,
with no other stipulations, would
increase the potential range of ground
contact speeds in controlled-emergency
situations and would, therefore,
increase the probability for serious
injury." This subcommittee saw no
valid reason for maintaining 61 knots or
eny other specified stall speed in pert
23. The subcommittee concluded that if
the 61·knot stall limitation is removed,
a means should be incorporated to
maintain a controlled emergency
lending speed renge. Since the ultimete
concern should be to provide the
airplane occupants with a reasonable
probability of surviving a controlled
crash situation, the subcommittee
proposed crashwortbiness criteria that
would provide the level of safety
previously achieved by the 61-knol stall
speed limitation. The ctashworthiness
subcommittee examined two
methodologies thet eddress occupent
crashworthiness protection. The
methodologies used were based on an
equivalent safety and occupant
survivability approach, and emphasized
crash and occupant inertia load
attenuation. However, the
crashworthiness subcommittee did not
pursue either of its approaches to a
methodology that addressed occupent
impact protection for an airplane that
exceeds the 61-knot stall speed
limitation. The subcommittee noted that
definitive crash dynamic design
standards for small airplanes did not
exist at that time. Since the publication
olthe Small Aircraft Stell Speed Study
Group report. emergency landing
dynamic conditions ha.ve been adopted
into FAR pert 23, by amendmenl 23-36
This fi!lal rule extends the cu..~ent

emergency landing dynamic conditions
specified in § 23.562 10 small airplenes
that exceed the 61·knot stall speed
limitation. In provides crashworthiness
criteria that addresses crash and
occupant loan attenuation.

One commenter indicates that
airplanes having lower stalling speeds
have lower fatal accident rates and
points to recent statistics in the June 1,
1991, end Juna 15. 1991, edition of
"Aviation Consumer," which indicates
that the Cessne 172 and the Cessne 2061
207 have the lowest fatal accident rate
for four and six place single-engine
airplanes. The commenter also indicates
that there is e higher perce:ltege of fatal
emergency landing accidents for light
multiengine airplanes compared to
single-engine airplanes. This may
support the conclusion thateirplenes
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with higher stalliDl\ speeds aJoo he""
higher fatal accident rates bec:aUll6
t¥}lical muJtiengine airplanes IlsuaUy
have a higJler stallin=s.than typical
ligM siDgl......n 'ne e es.

The SlIl8ll Abft tall Speed Study
G"roup revfe-.:l data consisting of
l7,53Cl reports !"or the lJ-year periOd from
1976 to 1981, which revealed the'
following, Emergency forced landings
account.d for 14.7 perc.nt of all
sccid.nts, representing. 16.6 percent of
singJe-e:Igine siYplane accidents and 7'.2
percent of multiengine siYplene
accidents. Fatalities resulted from 2.6
percent of controlled .mergency forced
landings and 17 percent of uncontrolled
.mefEency forced landings. For singl...
.ngine airplanes. thesltvelues were- 2.1
percent and 13.4 percent. respectively.
while for mnlti""8ine airplanes; these
percentages were 6.5 and 34.2 percent.
respe<:tivMy. Thmefore. the chances for
a fatal 0l1l<!l'!ltncy forCltd landing ....
much higher fur a multiengine Il'iYplane
than for a si»8ftHtngine airplane.
However, & singk9-engine airpl8:lltt is
twice as lr1:el'y to heve· /III e"""'l\ll!lC}'
forced landing as .. m"lliengin"
airplane. Ov9iaD, the peromtege effatal
.merg.ncy landing eccidoms wbeore the
p;lot retain&d control until 1M crash
was 2.7 percent forsin8l.....ngine
airplan.s and :r.s percent for
multiengine ""'.>lanes.

One multieBgine airplllne with the
highest stall~ of 7& knots bad the
10wltSl survh.lbllity ratio lone min... the
number of fatali.tiesJnumb&r of
accidents), of64 pert:ent. This value
match.d the survivabili~oof a
slngl...angine airpIant> w stall speed
WOl> 55 knots. There· Wl!J6 1w0,
multiengine airplanes that hed tOO
percent surviYability; one bad a stall
speed of 60 knots. th" other bad It stall
speed of 74 knots. Furthermor&"
survivability velues for multiengine
airplanes above 70 knots did not appoa:r
different from values fouirplan...
b.low 60 knots. Statistical data like
these rltSuited in twocondusions.
Survivability of controlled .merg....cy
forced landings i. not d"penoont upon
landing stan speed and a cl.ar
corr.lation between saf.ty and landing,
stall spe.d cannot be fouod. This
propossl is adopted as propos.d.

Section 23.67. This proposal would
c.1arify the chang. mad. to § 23.67 by
amendment 23-42 (56 FR 344. January
3. 1991). Th. piovisions of § 23.67(b)(1)
require that all reclprocatins engin&
powered multi.ngine airplan.s with a
stall sp.ed of more than 61 knots m&Ot
the one-angine-inoperative climb
gradient requirem.nts. A cheng. to
§ 23.67, paragraphs (b)(t') and (b](2). is
required to clarify thet multi.ngin.

airplanaa M lesa than 6.000 pOUllds
maximum, wefght thet meet the
improved occupant protection
requfrementa prescribed in Ii23.562(dl
and have a. stall sp&Od great.r than 61
knots would comply only with the
climb gradi.nt determinatron
J'8<luirements ors 23.67(b)(2)(i). Thla
proposal does not chanS!' the one
engine-inopera.tive climh J'8<lufrements.

No comments were received' on this
proposal and it (s adoptod as proposad.

Section 23.562. The supporting
technical deta used in the developm.nt
of § 23.562 was obtainltd &om small
airplltDltS whose stall speedltW8nl not
greate< than 61 knots. Airplane
OCCUPlU'lts Wltre n.t e~posedto
increased levels of kinetic impact
.ne'l!Y' The inc"""se in lfuetic impact
energy, abo.... the 61 knot stan speed'
baseline, i1l proportional lothe square of
the stall speed of the airpfuna in the
I&nding configuration. To compensate.
fa, In"""""'d energy 1....Is, additional
occupant protectio'll requfrements
heyondtlwsestatediB §23,562 are
included in this 1i....1rule. The
emeJ88OCY·lending dynmDicconditioM
exp""", lit.. impad en8fEY leve~;n terms
of an impact velocity. The:ino:reased
occupaltl protection requirement in this
prop.NI is obtained, by mulUplying the
ultimate load, factors of ~23.561(b)and
the peak deceleratioo of the soatJ
restraint system test of § 23.562jb)(1) hy
the square of the ratio of the increosed
stall speed, to tho stall speed of 61 knol•.
The use of rhe velocilJl ratio squared to
obtain the increased occupant
protection ""IUiremenllso consistent
with an analytical lIl8thodology found
in the u.s. Army's: Aircraft Crash,
Snrvival Design Guide. USAR'FL-TR
7~nc.Volume ill-Aircraft Structural
Crasb""'rthin.... ",!lid> adclr....1tS the
conservation of momentum' 8ssociated
wit!> an aircraft impact that has earth
plowing.

The FAA is limiting the maximum
doc.l.ration for thlt ..at/restraint system
dynamic test to 32g. which i. the value
that the FAA is considering proposing
in a separate NPRM bein&ooveloped for
commut.r cat.gory airplanes. Th. 32g
limitation will be raach.d at a stall
spe.d (Vso) of 79 knats. At a high.r stall
speed. this maximum deceleration
remains constant at 32g~

In addition. the static upward
ultimate load factor for acrobatic
category airplan.s will b. limited to a
value Or5.0g. Because oftha maneuvers.
th.y perform, acrobatic cat.gory
airplan.s are design.d to high.r
maneuv.ring limit load faclors" both
positive and negative. than normal and
utility category airplwltS. The
maximum upward vaJ'us required in this

rule for narmalll1ld utility, eatagpry
airplanes la. ~g. Under emergeoq
landing conditi<>ns, all categories of
amaII airp~would experience
simiIe.r forces; therefore,requiring
acrohetic airpIane seals to he designad
to higher load factors would not be
warranted.

A total of fivacolIUll6I11s wero,
received on this proposal.

One cwomenter expresses doubt that
occupant saf.ty, lev.ls can be engjiulered
to remain at cummt iev.ls and any
engineeringr8ports that claim 158
survivability at 1~75 knots are
seriously in, question, The maximum
acceleration found in this amendment is
well within the survivability, envelope
for smalf alrplan.s found in the NTSB
Phase m. Geneial Aviation
CrashworthIn.ss Proj&et Safety R.port.
The NTSB conclud&d in its: sa!et}: 19{10rt
that survival frwn crashes whem
Jongitudinalload'&ranged £tom 3.0 ta
358" with a veIocity chang. of60 to 70
f&Ot per .&COnd and vertical loads,
ranging from 25 In 30g. with a velDcity
change of 50 to60 foet per socooa.
could he expected. The commonter
suggltSts that tho FAA review the
NTSlJ.'s slatistics: on raleS for light
multiengirie· airplanes after g.rounet
impact. The commentm; does Bot
indicate whet NTSB report is helng
ref.rencad and whetli~mulaengfua
rates are being report.d. Th. comment.r
adds that existing light muI1i.ngino
airplanes are already marginal
performers and' that increasing wing
loading and .peeds for the most critical
segplent. of night w.,..ld he
counterproductive, The conunenter
further indicates that high ho....powll<.
high wing loading. and high. sta!lsp.ed,
are qualities of low teclmolngy and that
most airplane manufacturers.
incorporate advanced aerodynamics to
allow siow speeds during approachl
tak.off and. high performance crul....
The comm.nter doe. not ciltsrly define
what is meat by marginal perfonnttrs.
Furthermore., the commenter mentions
high hors.power, higJ, wing loading.
a11d high stall speed as exampl•• of low
ledmo!ogy, Apparently. the commenter
does not realize that these parameter.s
Sie suitable fa, d.scribing modem
transport category airplan.s. which are
not .xamples of law technology
airnlanes.

One commcctor indicates that th.re
has not been any improvement in
crashworthin.s. for airplenes weighing
less than 6,000 pounds during the last
5a years; therafor., if stall sp.ed
requirements are relaxed. more fatalities
and injuries to occupants will result
because the Occupants will absorb. the
sdditional .n.rgy generat.d b¥ the
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increased speed. This is partially
correct. It other conditions are
unchanged, an incre.... in stall speed
will probebly result in airframes and
occupants absorbing more energy on
impact. However, with the development
and adoption of emergency landing
dynamic conditions into § 23.562 of the
FAR by amendment 23-36, the current
emergency landing dynamic conditions
will be axlended to those applicants
wbo choose to design new airplanes
",1th a stall speed greater then 51knols.
The extension of the current emergency
landing dynamic requlremenls will
provide crashworthine.. standerda that
address load attenuation to the
occupant. Furthennore, the results of
the study conducted by the Small
Aircraft Stall Speed Study Group, which
consisted of the analysia of 37,530
accident reporls over a 6-yeer period,
failed to show a clear correlation
between occupant survivability and
landing stalJ 'r.eed. The commenler
edda thet airp ane perfOnDance he, not
changed sufficientfy in the last 50 years
to werrantthe proposed change. The
commanter ,upporls this with the
commentsl's own experience. The
commenter then indicates that operator
error is still the leading cause of
aviation accidents and. since aircraft
operators will continue to make
mistakes, the existing stall speed
requirement should remain, thereby
protecting operators from themselves.

The commentsr is correct that
operator error Is the leading cause of
accidents. However, operator error and
the need for improved pilot training ere
not airplane certification issues, and ere
beyond the scope of thia rulemaking.

One commenter feels that the FAA
was in error to assume that the NTSB
data used to develop the emergency
landing dynamic conditions for small
airplane, wes connected to the 51-mot
stall speed. The commanter further
asserts that most of tha data In the NTSB
data base were derived from airplanes
that crashed under control at speeds in
exce.. of 61 knots. The FAA disagrees.
The conclusions found in the NTSB
Safety Report "CENERAL AVIATlON
CRASHWORTIfiNESS PROJECT:
PHASE I1J-Aa:ELERATION WADS
AND VEWCITY CHANGES OF
SURVIVABLE GENERAL AVIATlON
ACCIDENTS, NTSB/SR-ll5/02" ere
contrary to those comments. In its
analyses of airplane accidents, the
NTSB relates the airplane Impact speeds
and respective acceleration levels to the
stall speed of the airplanes. All but one
of the thirty-nine small airplane
accidents analyzed In the report were
found to have a stell speed less than 61
mots.

Recent discussions with the NTSB
personnel who compiled and analyzed
all of the data in the three phase general
aviation crashworthiness project also
confinned that, with few exceptions, all
of the airplanes included in those
studies had stall speeds that did not
exceed 61 mots.

One commenter Indicates that this
amendment would require the means of
retention of cabin mass items to be
dynamically tested. The commenter also
questions the .dHferent static ultimate
design load factors for cabin mass items
found In the emergency landing
conditions for part 23 and part 25
airplanes. The FAA does not intend to
require dynamic design or test standards
for the retention of items of mass within
the cabin. The ultimate design load
factors for cabin mass items do indeed
differ between part 23 and part 25
airplanes. They are representative of the
expected emergency landing Inertia load
factors considering the respective
airframe energy absorption
characteristics and mass of those
different category airplanes. Those
differences were recognized and
justified whan the emergency landing
dynamic conditions and respective
amendments were adopted. Discussion
and lustification of those existing
regu atory standerds are not within the
scope of this amendment.

One commeoter propOS65 that the
FAA limit the maximum stall speed to
70 knots, limit all the deceleration
vectors according to the (stall speed/51
mots) ratio squared. multiply the
impact velocity by the factor (Vso!51),
and amend § 23.767(c) regarding the
forwerd ultimate load ractor (9g) for
luggage and cargo. This amendment
addresses and .atisfies the intent of
thess comments. The amendment
increases the occupant impact
protection level fO! those single-engine
airplanes and certain multiengine
airplanes with. stall speed that exceeds
the 61 mot limitation.

The design standards found in this
amendment remain within the limits of
the small airplane impact survivability
envelope. The commenter's proposal.
bowe"er, could provide design
standards that would be outside the
sman airplane's impact survivability
envelope. Furthermore, the applicability
and the feasibility oftbe FAA's
increased standard have been
demonstrated by both seat dynamic and
full scale airplane impact tests.

The commenter provides no rationale
to limit the stan speed to 70 knots. Tbis
amendment does not limit the stall
speed, but it does increase the
deceleration vectors, es suggested by the
commente:, fer the combined vertical!

longitudinel emergency landing
dynamic impact condition. The new
regulation represents the current limit of
the impact survivability envelope for
small airplanes. This limit has been
defined by cra.h dynamics resaarcb and
NTSB accident data, and it is consistent
with the results of full scale impact tests
of sman aIrplanes.

The FAA has not elected to increase
the impact velocity, as suggested by the
commentsr, since the current velocity
changes found in the emergency landing
dynamic conditions are consistent with
the survivability envelopes for sman
airplanes.

In addition. the commenter provides
no justification to increase the inertia
load requirements found in § 23.787(c).
The commenter's proposal is considered
beyond the scope of this amendment.
However. the FAA is increasing the
static design requirements for items of
mass within the cabin, which include
luggage and cargo, whan the emergency
landing dynamic conditions are
adopted. Amendment 23-36 should
meet the intent of the commenter's
proposal. This proposal is adopted as
proposed.

Poperwork Reduction Act
There are no reporting and

recordkeeping requirements associated
with this final rule.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary
This section summarizes the full

regulatory evaluation prepared by the
FAA that provides more detailed
estimates of the economic consequences
of this regulatory action. This summary
and the full evaluation quantify, to the
~xtent practicable. estimated costs to the
private sector, consumers, Federal,
State, Bnd local governments, as well 8S
anticipated benefits.

Executive Order 12291, dated
February 17. 1981. directs Fedaral
agencies to promulgate new regulations
or modify existing regulations on))' if
potential benefits to society for each
regulatory change outweigh potential
costs. The order also requires the
prepalUtion of a Regulatory Impact
Analysis of all "major" rules except
those responding to emergency
situations or other narrowly defined
exigencies. A "major" rule is one that is
likely to result in an annual increase in
consumer costs. 8 'significant adverse
efrect on the economy of $100 million
or more, 8 major increase in consumer
costs, or 8 significant adverse effect on
competition.

The FAA has determined that this
rule is not "major" 8S defined in the
executive order; WeTefors. a full
regulatory analysis, wbich includes tbe
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identification and evaluation of cost
reducing alternatives to this rule. has
not been prepared. Instaad. the agency
has prepared 8 more concise document
termed a regulatory evaluation that
analyzes only this rule without
identifying alternatives. In addition to a
summary of the regulatory evaluation,
this section also contains the regulatory
flexibility datannination required by the
Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) and an
International Trade Impact assessment.
If more detailed economic information
is desired; the reader may refar to the
full regulatory evah:ation contained in
the dockel.

Two comments were received
concerning the economic aspects of this
rulemaking. Thasa comments were
considered and no changes wore made
to the economic evaluation as 8 result of
the comments. The reader is referred to
the "Discussion of Comments" section
above (or more complete infonnation.

Economjc Evaluation
The FAA has detenninad that

significantly more efficient airplanes
could be developed by employing the
advantages of higher wing loadings if
tha affacted airplanes were not limitad
to a stall speed of 61 knots. The
potantial benefits of removing the stall
speed limit will vary with the mission
of individual airplane designs. but case
specific analysis ha. shown that a 20
percent gain in specific fuel
consumption could be achieved.
Evidence suggests that these high-wing
loading efficiencies could also be
accomplished by incorporating a very
high-lift flap system (wide-span trailing
edge flaps and leading edge Kruger
flaps) and still remain within the 61
knot limil. However. if higher wing
loadings were combined with larger and
more complex high-lift flap systems in
order to meet the 61-knot requirement,
there would be accompanying penalties
in low speed handling qualities. These
penalties would have a detrimental
effect on both nonnal and emergency
operations in approach and landing
conditions.

In order to retain the current level of
airplane occupant protection, this rule
requires additional occupant protection
for the airplanes that the rule allows to
be certificated with stall speeds above
61 knots. Specific estimates of the
potential structural and weight penalty
costs that could be incurred are design
specific and are not available for this
evaluation. Three petitions for
exemption !:(om the 61-knot stall speed
requirement have been granted during
the past ten years. None of these
exemptions can be used to assist in the
estimation of costs that would be

incurred to exercise the option afforded
by this rule. The concept design for one
of the three airplane models was never
pursued. The physical structures of the
other two airplanes (a fire-fighting
tanker and a high perfonnance. fully
aerobatic airplane) already substantially
met the conditions and limitations
necessary for the exemptions prior to
their petitions.

The additional crashworthiness and
occupant protection of the aerobatic
airplane was necessitated by the loads
that would be sustained in achieving its
high-performance mission. Similarly,
the occupant protection and
crashworthinass features of the fire
tanker were necessary for the airplane's
intended high-risk operating
environment and by the additional
structure required to support and
deliver a large volume of liquid.

None of t.l:ie petitions isolated the
costs that would be incurred to meet the
conditions attendant to their
exemptions. Conversely, one applicant
did estimate that the cost necessary to
build an airplane with the same design
mission without the exemption would
be approximately 50 percent higher per
unit.

The provisions afforded by the rule
are optional and constitute an
alternative to the existing requirement.
By definition, this alternative, including
any associated costs, will be exercised
only by those applicants who have
detennined that it would be in their
own best interests to do so. The rule
provides the option of selecting the
combination of stall speed and occupant
protection enhancement that the
applicant has determined would be
most cost beneficial and best suited for
its particular airplane design, Therefore,
the FAA finds that the potential benefits
of this rule will exceed the expected
costs.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination
The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980

was enacted by Congress to ensure that
small entities are not unnecessarily or
disproportionately burdaned by
Government regulations. The RFA
requires a Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis if a rule will have a significant
economic impact, either detrimental or
beneficial. on a substantial number of
small entities. FAA Order 2100.14A,
Regulatory Flexibility Criteria and
Guidance. establishes threshold cost
values and small entity size standards
for complying with RFA review
requirements in FAA rulemaking
actions. The FAA has detennined that
this amendment to part 23 will not have
e significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities.

International Trodelmpact Assessment

The provisions of this rule will have
little or no impact on trade for both U.S,
finns doing business in foreign
countries and foreign firms doing
business in the United States. In the
United States. foreign manufacturers
must meet U.S, requirements. and thus
they will gain no competitive advantage.
In foreign countries, U.S. manufacturers
are not bound by part 23 requirements
and could. therefore. implement the
alternative provision afforded by the
rule solely on the besis of competitive
considerations.

Federalism Implications

The regulations adopted herein will
not have substantial direct effacts on the
States. on the relationship between the
Datianal government and the States, or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various
levels of government. Therefore, in
accordance with Executive Order 12612,
it is detennined that this final rule does
not have sufficient federalism
implications to W8JT8Ilt the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

The FAA is revising the airworthiness
standards to pennit single-engine and
certain multiengine small airplanes of
less than 6.000 pounds maximum
weight to exceed the present 61-knot
stall speed limitation. Airplane designs
exceeding this limitation will be
required to incorporate additional
occupant protection to compensate for
the higher kinetic energy that must be
dissipated during emergency landings.
This retains the current level of airplane
occupant protection and pennits the
design and type certification of higher
perfonnance, single-engine airplanes
capable of attaining an increase in
cruise speeds with better specific fuel
consumption. This improvement in
performance and operating economics
cannot be achieved without substantial
increased cost and complexity ifth...
designs are constrained by the present
61-knot stall speed limitation.

For the reasons discussed in the
preamble. and based on the findings in
the Regulatory Flexibility Detennination
and the International Trade Impact
Analysis. the FAA has detennined that
this regulation is not major under
Executive Order 12291. In addition. the
FAA certifies that this regulation will
not have 8 significant economic impact.
positive or negative, on 8 substantial
number of small entities under the
criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.
This regulation is not considered
significant under DOT Regulatory
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(b) Except as provided in § 23.49(c),
Vso at maximum weight may not exceed
61 knots for-

3, Section 23.67 is amended by
revising paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) to
read as follows:

(c) All single-engine airplanes, and
those multiengine airplanes of 6,000
pounds or less maximum weight with a
Vso of mora than 61 knots that do not
meet the requirements of § 23.67(b)(2)(i),
must comply with § 23.562(d),
* * * * •

1. The authority citation for part 23
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 V.S.c. 1344, 1354(a), 1355,
1421,1423,1425,1428,1429,1430: 49 V.S.c.
106(g).

2. Section 23.49 is amended by
revising paragraph (b) introductory text;
by redesignating paragraphs (c), (d), and
(e) as paragraphs (d), (e), and (I),
raspectively: and by adding a new
paragraph (c) to read as follows:

123.49 Stalling .peed.

•••••

t._ =-
32.2(gp) 8P

31 .96

(d) For all single-engine airplanes
with a Vso of more than 61 knots at
maximum weight, and those
multiengine airplanes of 6,000 pounds
or less maximum weight with 8 Vso of
more than 61 knots at maximum weight
that do not comply with § 23.67(b)(2)(i):

(1) The ultimate load factors of
§ 23.561(b) must be increased by
multiplying the load factors by the
aquare of the ratio of the increased stall
speed to 61 knots. The increased
ultimate load factors need not exceed
the values reached at a Vso of 79 knots.
The upward ultimate load factor for
acrobatic category airplanes need not
exceed 5.08.

(2) The seat/restraint system test
required by paragraph (b)(1) of this
section must be conducted in
accordance with the following criteria:

(i) The change in velocity may not be
less than 31 feet per second.

(ii)(A) The peak deceleration (gp) of
199 and 15g must be increased and
multiplied.by the aquare of the ratio of
the increased stall speed to 61 knots:
&=19.0 (Vso/61)' or &=15.0 (Vso/61)'

(B) The peak deceleration need not
exceed the value reached at a Vso of 79
knots.

(iii) The peak deceleration must occur
In not more than time (t.), which must
be computed as follows:

Issued in Washington, OC on July 7. 1993.

' ...ph M. Del BaIzo,
Acting Administrator.
(FR Doc. 93-16917 Filed 7-16-93; 8:45 ami
INL.UNQ CODE 4I1o-tJ-II

where-
8P=Tbe peak deceleration calculated in

accordance with paragraph (d1l2)(ii) of
tbis section

t,=The rise time (in seconds) to the peak
deceleration.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(b). * *
(11 Each airplane of more than 6.000

pounds maximum weight must be able
to maintain a steady climb gradient of
at least 1.5 percent at a pressure altitude
of 5.000 feet at a speed not less than 1.2
VS I and at standard temperature (41°F)
with the airplane in the configuration
prescribed In paragraph (a) of this
section.

(2) For each airplane of 6,000 pounds
or less maximum weight, the following
apply:

(i) Each airplane that meets the
requirements of § 23.562(d), or that has
a Vso of 61 knots or less, must have its
steady climb gradient determined at a
pressure altitude of 5,000 feet at a speed
of not less than 1.2 VSI , and at standard
temperature (41°F), with the airplane in
the configuration prescribed. in
paragraph (a) of this section.

(iii Except for those airplanes that
meet the requirements prescribed in
§ 23.562(d), each airplane with a Vso of
more than 61 knots must be able to
maintain the steady climb gradient
prescribed in paragraph (b)(1) of this
section.

123.67 Climb: One engine Inoparatlve.
* * • * *

(b) Except for those seatlrestraint
systema that are required to meet
paragraph (d) of this section, each seatl
restraint system for crew or passenger
occupancy in a normal, utility, or
acrobatic category airplane, must
successfully complete dynamic tests or
be demonstrated by rational analysis
supported by dynamic tests, in
accordance with each of the following
conditions.· • *
•

4. Section 23.562 is amended by
revising the first sentence of the
introductory text of paragraph (b), by
redesignating paragraph (d) as
paragraph (e), and by adding a new
paragraph (d) to read as follows:

123,562 Emergency lending dynamic
conditione.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Policies and Procedures (44 FR 11034;
February 26, 1979). A regulatory
evaluation of the regulation, including a
Reguletory Flexibility Determination
and International Trade Impact
Analysis, has been placed in the docket.
A copy may be obtained by contacting
the person identified under "FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT."

List of Subjects In 14 CFR Part 23

Aircraft, Aviation safety, Signs and
symbols.

Tbe Amendment

In consideration of the foregoing, the
Federal Aviation Administration
amends part 23 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR part 23) as follows:

PART 23-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS: NORMAL, UTIUTY,
ACROBATIC. AND COMMUTER
CATEGORY AIRPLANES
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DEPARTMEN:T OF' TRANSPORTATION

FedereJ Avletlon Admlnlatration

14 CFR Pert 25 .

RIN 2120-A042

Fellgue Eveluellon of Structure

AGENCY: Federal Avietion
Administration, DOT.

ACT1ON: Notice of proposed-rulemaking.

SUMMARY: This notice proposes to
amend the fatigue requirements for
damage-tolerant structure on transport
category airplanes to require: Full·scele
fatigue testing: and inspection .
thresholds based on a croci: growth from
likely initial manufacturing defects in
the.slructure. These proposed changes .
are needed to ensure continued -.
airworthiness of-structures designed to _
the current damage tolerance
requirements. The proposals are
intended to ensure that should serious
fatigue damage occur within the
operal!onallif..-ofthe airplane. the
remaining structure can withstand loads
that are likely to occur. without failure.
until the damage i.s detected.
DAlES: Comments must be received on
or before November 16, 1993.

AOORESSES.; Comments on this· proPosal
may be mailed in triplicate to: Federal
Aviation Administration, Offico of the .
Chief Counsel. Attentian: Rules Docl::et
(AGe-lOt. Docket !'lo. 273511. 800
Independence Avenue SW...
Washington. DC 20591. or delivered in .
triplicate to: Room 915G. 800
Independence Avenue SW.•
Washington, DC 20591. Comments.
delivered must be marked: Docket No.
27358. Comments may be inspected in
room 915G weekdeys, except Fedarel
holidays. between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
In addition. the FAA is maintaining an
information dod:et of comments in the
Office of the Assistant Chief Counsel
(ANM-7). FAA. Northwest Mountain
Region. 1601 Lind Avenue SW" Renton.
Weshlngton 98055-4058, Comments in
the information docket may be
inspected in the Office of the Assistant
Chief Counsel weekdays. except Federal
holidays. between 7:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
FOR FUImfER INFORMAnON CONTACT: Rich
Yarges. FAA. Airframe and Propulsion
Branch (ANM-112). Transport Airplane
Directorate. Aircraft Certification
Service. 1601 Lind Avenue SW.•
Renton. Washington 98055-4056;
telephone (206) 227-2143.

SUPPlEMENT~Y INFORM,,-noN: testing to a predetermined numher of·
Comment.IllViled ' lifetimes. Fail-safe design criteria

. - require the structure to be evaluated to
Interested persons are inVited to assure that catastrophic failure is not

participate in this proposed rulemB!dng _ probable after fatigue. failure or obvious
by submitting such written data. views,. .partieI failure of a single, principal
or arguments as they d~sir8. Comments structural element.
relating to the environmental. BO'Orgy, or Most primary structure was designed
economic impact that might result from' to the fail-safe criteria. The residual
edopting the proposals contained in this strength load levels for structure
notice are invited. Substantive . designed to the fail-safe criteria were 92
comments should be accompanied by percent of the required design load
cost estimates. Commenters should conditions (80 percent multiplied by a
identify the reguletory docket or notice 1.15 factor to account fnr dynamics of
number and submit comments.,. in the failure). It was acceptable practice to
triplicate. to the Rules Dod:et address show compliance with the fail·safe
specified ahove. All comments received requirements by substantiating the
on or before the closing date for structures under static loading
comments will be considered by the . conditions with failure or obvious
Administrator before teking action on partial failure of single principal
this proposed rulemeking. Th.. structural elements. Although·
proposals contained in this notice may inspections for.continued airworthiness
be changed in light of comments were required for the fail-sefe structure.
received. All. comments. will b8. there was no specific requirement to.
available in the Rules Dod:et, both determine the inspection periods based
before and after tjle closing date for . OIl creek: growth or remaining life of
comments, for examination by secondary structure in the event failure
interested persons. A repo~' in the primary member was not
summarizing each substantive public _ immediately ohvious.
contact with FAA personnel concerning In December 1978 the Federal
this mlemakina will be filed in the Aviation Administration (FAA)
dod:et. Commenters wishing the PAA to amended the fatigue evaluation .
acknowledge·racaiptoftheirc~ .•.. requirements for transport category
must suhmit with those commllllts a airplanes (§ 25.571. as amended by
self-addressed, stamped postcard on Amendment 25-45; 43 FR 46238.
which the following statement is made: October 5.1978) to require damage

- "Commant£ to Dodult No. 27358.~ 'The tolerance evaluation of structure. The
poatcantwill he datJI stamped and damagJt tolerance evaluation ofa:ructure
returned to the commenter. is intended to ensure· that. should
Anil"IriJi-ofNP.M serious fatigue. corrosion. or accidental

-7 damage occur within the operational life
Any penoD may. obtain a cop} of this of the airplane. the remaining structure

Notice of Propo..,d Rulemeking ll'IPRM) <an withstand reesonable loads without
hy submitting a request to the P'ederaI failure or exc.essive structural
Aviation Administration, Office of deformation until the damage is

·PublicMfalrs, Attention: Public detected. Amendment 25-45 was
Informetion Center, APA-230, 800 ..' prompted by significant state-of-the-art
Indep""de"""Annne SW... developments and current industry
Walhlnglon. DC 20591, or by calling _ practice in the area of fatigue and
(202) 267-3484. Communications must damage tolerance evaluation of
identify the notice number of this transport category airplane structure.
NPRM. Persons interested in being The damage tolerance evaluation was
placed on a mailing list for future deemed necessery to more directly
rulemaking documents should .Iso Ie\ala the required structurel inspection
request a copy of Advisory Circular~ program to the damage-tolerant
11-2A. Notice of proposed Rulemaking characteristics of the aIrplane. A
Distribution System, which describes companion advisory circular (AC
the application procedures. 25.571-1) was also Issued that outlined

an acceptable means of compliance. A
Background. more recent revision to § 25.571.

Prior to 1978, regulations related te> Amendment 25-54. changed the
the fatigue evaluation of.airplane reporting procedure for documenting
structure allowed a choice between SafB~ the fatigue evaluation requirements. but
life and fail-sefe criteri•. Safe:life dtosign· it did DOt change the damage tolerance
criteria require the structure to aiteria of Amendment 25-45.
withstand repeeted loads ofvarieble Section 25.571. as amended by
magnitude expected during its servia> AlDBrtdment 25-45. requires that
life without developing detectable structure be damage-tolerant. unless it
cracks. This requires full-scale f.tigue can be established that damage

r
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~'..
tolerance is impractical. The residual
strength level was increased to 100
percent of limit load, and thet.t5 factor
for dynamic failure was removed. The
inspection program for continued
airworthiness is based on cl.ack
propagation and residual strength data.
Amendment 25-15 also added a
requirement to consider multiple site
damage. The criteria for safe-life
substantiation of structure was not
changed by Amendment 25--45, but the
..xtent of applicahility was limited.

Some of the principles of damage
tolerance criteria, 8S defined in
Amendment 25--45, have been applied
retroactively to the existing fleet of
eging transport airplanes. Supplemental
Inspection Documents (SID) based on
.damage tolerance analyse. of the
principal structural elements heve been
developed for aeverel models of
transport airplanes. These documents
were made mandatory by airworthiness
directive Bction. .

. There have been several incidents of
failure in flight-critical structure due to
fetigue cracks progressing
simultaneously in severallotations in
the structure, such es along rowso!. .
fastener holes in skin panels. The panels

·failed because the fail-SlIfe residual . .
strength capability, .for which the·
airplane was.originally designed. was

. .degraded by the presence.of· .
widespread, multiple-site fatigue·
.cracking of less than readily detectable
·size. 'This phenomenon of multiple-site
cracking due to fatigue damage has been
a problem in the pasl and is expected 10

..continue to be a problem until measures
are taken in the design and lesting of .
structure to ensure that widespread,
multiple-site cracking will not occur in
service during the design lifetime of the
airplane. . ..

, DiscuuioD '

The requirements· for damage
tolerance evaluation of structures
contained in § 25.571 are written in
terms of general objectives so'as to allow
manufacturers latitude in developing

_methods to demonstrate compliance,
Because the requirements a,re stated in
objective terms, manufacturers have
experienced difficulty in judging the
scope of the evaluation necesS8lY for
certification, For instance, the rule
"requires consideration of damage at
multiple sites due to prior fatigue
expo'sure where the design is such that
this ~ype of damage tan be expected to
occur. This is an objective requirement
that provides no specific guidance on
whet is required for showing
compliance. '
- Service experience has shown that

widespread multiple site and other

types of fatigue damage have occurred
in parts of saveral transport category
airplanes before the airplanes" Teached

· their design lifetime. Reliance On

repeated detailed inspections. along for
continued airworthiness has not
resulted in·an acceptable level of safety
for these parts. The more widespread
the cracking problem becomes, the
greater the probability that significant
cracks may go undetected. Generally
the overall reliability of any inspection ..
program diminishes when time~

consuming, ·detailed procedures·
required to find many small creds
increase the worlcload of the inspector. ,
F:or th.is reasan,-it becomes impractical
to inspect for safety when the damage
becomes widespread. The FAA has
1herefore concluded thetthe most
-appropriate way to ensure continued' .
safety in structure is to reinforce the
existing damage tolerance.criteria -by
requir~ng sufficient -testing to
demonstrate the absence 'of wide'spread
multiple site'and other Iypes of fatigue
cracking within the design life of the

· airplane. Geilerally, the FAA conside",s
that, for conventional metal structure,
full-scale testing for el least two design
lifetimes woUld normelly be sufficient
10 demon.strate that widespread.
multiple site cracking Will nol ocCllr.
Such· testing would be conducted under

· simulated llight-by-flight operational
- loading-spactra. Additional fatigue

testing may be necessary for
unconventional structure or strncture
made from composite materials. A
detailed inspection efter the full-scale
testing has baen completed is necessary
to verify the absence of multiple-site
"fatigue damage. The detailed inspection
could include pulling open e number of
faslenet holes to perform an -'
examination, using an electron
microscope, ·of fracture· surfaces in .
representative areas to determine if any ".
widespread, multiple-site damage.is
present. It may not be necessary to
complete the fetiguetesting prior·to
issuance of the type of certificate, '
provided the approval is based on a

·previously approved test plan and
sufficient testing to establish thaI faligue
problems will not arise during the
period required for completion of the
lest. If subsequent testing reveals longer
term fatigue problems, they can be
addressed by means of airworthiness
directives or other means of ensurfng
continuing 8iTWorthiness~The FAA is [n
the process of revising Advisory
Circular 25.571-tA 10 provide
additional guidance on acceptable .
means oI compliance with these
·proposed reql:lirements,.,'·

38643

The current regulations do not
prescribe criteria for establishing
thresholds for the detailed structural
inspection program. 'In the past, initiel
inspections were established based an
service experience on similar type
airplanes; but they did not account for
premature failures due to undeteded
manufacluring defects (rogue flaws).
The primary concern in establishing
thresholds for inspections is in·
establishing the threshold early enough .
to delect cracks before they result in
failures. Theoretically, perfect parts thai
have been fatiguelestad for the e"poeted
operatioDallife 9f the airplane, using 8

conservative loading spectrum and
lectors. would not fail throughout the
operational me of the airplane. Service
history, however, shows that parts are
not always perfect as instelled and do
fail prematurely due 10 initial
undetected defects. The FAA therefore
concludes that "it is necessary to account
for undetected manufactUring defect.
when establishing thresholds for
inspections. Initial inspection .

· Ihresholdsshotild be eslabJishedbesed
on cracks growing from likely defects .
developed during manufacture such 8S
machiningmarks,·irnprqper installation
offasteners, etc. This should be . '
substantiated by·crack growth aDalyses '
and supported by tasl~dance.l!ndar
the fail-safe design philosophy, heavy
reliance is placed !In the fact·1hal fatigue
cracks, including ).hose resulting from
rogue flaws, will become obvious before
they become critical because of the .
required redundancy of structurall08d
paths. This practice ia notappropriete
for stnlctures.desIgnad to the current
damage toleran.;e requirements because
"CJ'acks may not nece,sarily become
obvious before they become critical.

The proposed regulation would
require /hat iJispection thre~holdsbe·

· established based on c:ack growth data:
This would prevent cracks thatemanete ..
from initial defects incurred during·. .
manufacture from reaching unsafe

· dimensions within the interval
established for the Inspection thrasbold,

Three minor changes 10 § 25.571 are .
also proposed in this notice. The .
purposes of these !'hanges are 10 clarify
e'xisting rules for consistency with
CUTTent interpretations to achieve
consislency with the corrasponding
requirements of Joint Airworthiness
Requirements-25 OAR-25).·OAR-25 has
been adopted by a number of European
countries'as an acceptable basi. for.type
certificatipn of transport category
airplanes. It is based· tin part 25 tifthe
FAR; however, it does differ from part
25 in a number of specific areas.)
Because American and European ..
manufacturers aTe required 10 meet the
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1 In order to provide lb. public and government
officials with a benchmark comparison of the
expected safety benefils of rulemak.ing actions over
an extended period of time with D:ltlmalsd coso iD
dollars. the FAA cnneDtly USM a vaJue of Sl.$
million to reprSileDt II staUsUcaJ buman fatality
avoided. 11I.1s Is In lIccordanC& with guldeHn9lf.

standards of both part 25 and JAR-25 if EXecutiVll Order 12291 dated Therefore little, ifimy, incrementel costs
they are to sell airplanes worldwide, February 17, 1981, directs Federal would be incurred by the industry as a
there is an attempt within th.. agencies to promulgat.. new regulations result of tha proposed regulations.
international community to hannonize or modify eodstinll regulations only if Nevertheless, part 25 airplane
tha two documents wherever possibl... the potential benefits to society from tha manufacturers, as a result of the
The following proposed changes have regulatory change outweigh th.. ' proposed rules, would he denied an
been requested by both the American potential costs it would impose on the option currently available to them and,
and European manufacturers. industIy. The order also requires the thus, would no longer he able to avoid

Section 25.571(b)(1) would he preparetion of a draft regulatory impact 'the cost of performing the proposed
amended to clarify that all speeds up to analysis of all "major" proposals, except fatigue tests. The costs of tha proposad
V, (design cruising speed) must be those r..spending to emergency fatigue tests are estimated to average $55
investigated. This is only e clarification situations or other narrowly defined million par certification. These costs
hecause § 25.337, which is referenced in exigencies. A "major" proposal is one consist of 520 million for test equipment
§ 25.571(b)(1), already requires that is likely to result in an annual affect and for 400,000 men hours necessary to
consideration of SJ""'ds up to V,., on the economy of $100 million or set up and test the airplane, and about

Section 25.571(b)(511ii) would be more. a major increase in consumer $35 million for an airplane that would
changed to specify. cahin pressure' costs. a significant adverse affeci on be destroyed by the tests. These costs
differential of 1.15 times the normal competition or is highlr controversial. are based on the experience ofa
operating differential pressure in lieu of Tne FAA h.. deternuned that this manufacturer that recently conducted a
the present factor of 1.1. This change regulatory action is not. "major" aetlon full·scale test equivalent to two lifetimes
would make the sentence identical to as defined in the executive order, so a under simulated flight.by.lIighl '
the corresponding']ARrule. Although it full draft regulaloryimpact analysis operational loading spectra on ana orits
would be slightly more stringent than: "identifying and evaluating a1ternativa new model' airplanes.
the,cummt FAR rule•.bo~ the domestic_ proposal has not heen prepared. A more _Benefils
and foreign manufacturers support the _ concise dralt regulatory evaluation ha..
proposed change. been prepanid, however. that includ-es The proposed rules ara nocessary to

Amendment 2S--45 introduced..... estimates of the economic impact of this ensure the continued airworthiness of
requirement in' S25.571(el!n that, th& ' regulation. This draft regulatory , 'fulure airplanes. The intent of the
aircraft structure must sw:cessfully- evaluation is included in tha docket and. proposed ,wes is 10 keep fatigua failures
withstend the impact of. four-pound 'quantifies, 10 the exfont practicable. at a minimum in future airplanes and,
bini at "likefy operational speeds at estimated.costs to tha private sector, to in instances where a future critical flight
altitudes up 10 8.000 feeL" For clarity coosumeN, and 10 Federal, State, and structure may suffer a faligua failure,
'andconsistency with otherbird strikl!' local govarnments; as well as estimated guarantee that the airplane will
standards. this Slldion W8J amended by anticipated economic costs. continue 10 fiy safely until the failure is
Amendment 25-7Z to refer to "V. at..... The reader is referred to the drafl detected.
leveL" Since the'adoption of regulatory evaluatinn lor the complele A review of National Transportation
Amendment 25-72. elqOllUfacturer has detailed analysis. This section contains Safety Board (NfSB) accident records
attempted to cin:umvent the intent of only a summary of the draft regulatory reveals that doring the period betweeo
the ruleby proposing on unrealistically evaluation. This section also contains 1974 and 1988, a total of 34 non·engina
low V, at sea level In, order to ensure only an inilial regulatory flexibility. related fatigue accidents occurred
that the intended leVllI of safety will be detarmination lIS required by th.. involving 2,754 passengers and.
maintained, §-25.571(e)(t) would be Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 and a crewmembel's. Miraculously, only 4
amended further to specify "V, at sea 'trade impact assessment. persons were fatally injured and 11
level or 0.85 V, at 8,000 feet, whichever Costs sustained minor lnjories. These
is more criticat." (in tenDS of true eccidents Involved airplanes as large as
airspeed, 0.85 V, at 8,000 feet is Th-e proposed regulations would - a Boeing 741 carrying 263 passengaN
approXimataly equal to Voat see lavel.) codify the current practices of Part 2~ and crewmembers. Therefore, tIut

The proposed amendment would airplanemanufaclureS. At present.. ' accidents could hav. been considerably
apply only to fulur9lr8Dsport category transport airplane manufactures are more catastrophic than they proved to
airplanes for which an application for voluntarily subjecting all naw modal be. In addition. normal inspectinns of
type cartificatels made aft.. the airplanes to the full·scale testing airplanes during maintenance
effective date of the amandment. equivalent of two lifetimes under procedures have revealed countl....
Although no retrofit requirement is simulated lIight-by·lIight operational instances of fatigue cracks that. had they
proposed in this notice, tha FAA is loading spectra. For example, this gone undetected, could have resulted in
considering separala rulemaldng action practica has been or will be followed in catastrophic accidants.
to require that certain provisions of this tha certification of tha Boeing Model The proposed rules would have to
propnsed rula be made applicable to the, 757, 767, and 777; the McDonnell prevent accidents that otherwise would
current fleet _of aging airplanes. Douglas~11; and the Airbus A320, result in 25 fatalities per new model of
Regulat~Evaluation A330, and A340. The FAA is nol aware airplane for the benefits of the proposed

-, ofany new model transport airplanes rules to outweigh the costs. This I
The FAA has conducted a draft certificated in the last ten years that assume. a value oUl.5 million per

regulatory evaluation of the proposal to have not been subjected to this practice. statistical fatality avoided,' no non.fatel
amend the fatigue testing requirements The proposed regulations would ensure
for transport category-airplanes tl) the continuation of this practice, clarify
,require, (1) Full-scale fatigua testing, the testing and inspection requirements,
and (2) inspection thresholds based on and establish. uniform minimum
crack growth from likely initial standard throughout the industry, both
manufacturing defects in an affected for conducting the fatigua tests and for
airplane structure. . establishing inspection procedures.
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Federalism Impllcati.,...

The regulations proposed b8rein
would not hev. sub.tantial direct .ffects
on the Statea. on tho relationship
between tho national gov.rnm.nt and
the States, or on the dislribution of
power lind responsibiliti.s amm,g the
variaus !Br.1s of g<mJI'DlD8Dt. Therefore,
In eccordance with Executiv. Order
12612, It la det.rmln.d that this
proposal would not have suffici.nt
fed.ralism implications to warrant tho
preparation of a Fed.ralism Assessm.nt.

Conclusion

•
, j

injuries, IlDd $17.5 million as en
expected a11<>WllnC8 far 100. of the
airplane. The FAA believes that tho
existing e/Tldeot record, plus me mults
of many Insp.ctions for fatigue cracks,
has clearly demonstrated thet the
proposed rules are necessary to assure
the .nended aiIworthlne.. Df future
transport category airplanea. The
prevention of just one catastrophic
accident per new airplane design would
produc. ben.fita outw.ighlng tho cost of
the propose!. Therefore, tho ag.ncy
beli.vea th.t this action would be cost
beneficial.

International Trade Impact ABoe8&llU!Dt
Th. proposali. unlikely to have any

impact on IntemationallrBde. U.S.
airplane manufacturers aie already
performing the fatigue tests on their new
models of transport category alrplane
that would be affected by the proposed
rules, as 8!'8 foreign manufacturers of
this category of airplane. .

Ilegulatory Flexibility Determination
The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980

(RFA) was .nacted by Congress to
ensure that small entities are not
unnecessarily and diaproportionat.ly
hurd.ned by gov.rnment regulatiom.
Th. RFA nKjulres agencies to review
rul.a thet may have U a sigilificant
economic Impact on a substantial
nUmber of small entiti..... Since the Act
appli.s to U.S.•ntiti.s, only U.s.
manufacturers of transport category
airplan.s would be sffect.d.

In tho Unit.d Stat.s. there are two
manufactures th.t specializo In
comm.rci.1 transport category
airplanes. Th. Boeing Company and
McDonn.ll Douglas Corporation. In
addition. th.re are a number of others
that speciolizeln the manufacture of·
oth.r transport category airplanes, such
as those designed for .xecutiv.
transportation. Th.s. are Cessna
Aircraft Corporation, Boocb Aircraft
Corporation, Gulfstr.am American
Corporatio~and Got.s Learj.t
Corporation.

Th. FAA .iz. threshold for a
det.rmlnation of e small entity for U.S.
airplane manufacturers i. 75 .mployees;
any manufacturer with more than 75
.mploy..sis not consid.red to be a
small.ntity. None ofth. present U.S
manufacturers of transport cat.gory
airplan.s con be consid.red a small
entity; th.refore, this proposed rul.
would not have a "significant economic
impact on a substantial number of small
entities:' and no revi.w Is nKjuired In
this regard by tho RFA,

bsued by the orne. of the SeaelM)' of
Transportation daled June n. 1990.

Bocausa the regulationa proposed
h.roin are expected to result only In
negligibl. costs, tho FAA has .
det.rmln.d that this proposed rul. Is
not major as d.fined In Executive Order
12291. This proposed NI.la con.idered
to be aigilificant. as d.fined In
Departm.nt of Transportation •
Regulatory Polici.s and Proced\lJ"8S (44
FR 11034, Fabruary 26. 1979),,, It
involves an issue 00 which there has
been considerable public Int.rest. In .
addition. since there are no small
entili.. affected by thia.rulemalJng, it is
certifi.d, under tho criteria of tho .
Regulatory Flaxibility Act, thet thia
proposed rule. at promulgation. would
not bave a significant economic impact.
positive or negativ., on a substantial
number ohmall .ntities. A-copy <U the
Initial regulatory evaluation prepare.d
for this proposed rule may be obtaiood
by contacting tho person Id.ntifi.d
.under"FOR FURllIER t1FORIlATl,ON
CONTACT':'

Llot ofSubject In 14 all Part 25

Aircraft, Aviation saf.ty, Ileporting .
and recordb.ping nKjulrem.nts.

The Propoeed Amendment

Accordingly, the Fed.ra1 Aviation
Administration (FAA) proposes to
am.nd 14 CFR part 25 ofth. Fed.ral
Aviatkm Regulations (FAR) es follows:

PART 25-A1RWORTHJNESS
STANDARDS: TRANSPORT
CATEGORY AIRPLANE.S

1, Th. authority citation for part 25
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.c. app. 1344, 1354(0),
1355,1421.1423.1424,1425.1428.1429,
1430; 49 U.5.c. 106(g); and 49 CFR 1.47(0),

2. By amending S 25.571 by r.vising
tho introductory ten of paragraph (a),
and paragrapbs (a)(3), (h) Introductory
ton, (b)(1), (h)(5)(iij, and [.)(1) to read
'as follows:

125.571 08"11 fo'..~ I'ftd fMlgue
evaluation of__

(a) General. An evalustion of the
strength, detail d.sign. and fabrication
must show that catastrophic failure duo
to fatigue. corrosion. manufacturing
d.fects, .". acciden141 damage, will be
evoid.d throughout tho oporationallUe
of tho airplan•. This e""luotion mnst be
conduct.d in accordance with the
provisions of paragraphs (h) arid (e) of
this section, except as specified in
paragraph (c) of this section, for .ach
part of tho structure that could _
·contribut. to a catastrophic failure (such
8S wing. empennage, control surfaces
and th.ir syst.ms, the fus.lag., .ngin.
mounting, landing gear, and th.ir
relat.d primary attachm.nts). For
turbojet pow.red airplan.s, those parts
that could contn"but. to a catastrophic
failure must also be evalueted under
paragraph (d) of this section. In
addition, tho following apply;
• • • • •

(3) Based on m••valuationa ""Iuired
'by this section. Inspections or·other
procedures must be .stablished, as .
nocossari, to provant catastrophic
failure, and muat be Includeilln the
Airworthiness Umitationa Section of
tho Instructions for Continu.d·

· Airworthln.ss nKju1red by S25.1529,
These procedures must Includ.
thresbolds for inspections that ere based

·on"analyses end tests consid.rlng me
damage tolerance d.sign concept,
manufacturing quelity, end .
sUSCfll!tibility to In-service demai•.

(h) Damage-tolerance (fail-safe)
evoluatjon. Th. evaluation must Includ.
a determination of the probabl. .
locations end modes of damage duo io

'. -fatigu., corrosion, or accidental daroago.
Th. determination must be mad. by
analysis supported by t.st evld.nce and
(if availabl.) s.rvice .xperi.nce. Damsge
at multipl. sites duo to prior fatigue
exposure must also be Includ.d where
tho design is such that this type of
damage is .xpected to occur. Th.
evaluation must Include repeat.d IOBds.
and static analyses support.d by full
acal. t.st .vid.nce. Suffici.nt full-seal.
testing must be accomplish.d to ensure
that widespread multiple-site damage

· will not occur within tho d.sign lif.tim.
of the airplane. Th••n.nt of damage for
residual strength .valuation at eny time
within tho op.rationallife must be
consistent with the initial d.tectability
and subsequent growth und.r r.peatad
loads. Th. residual str.ngth evaluation
must show that the remaining structure
is abl. to withstand load. (con.idered as
static ultimat.IOBds] corresponding to
the following conditions:
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Issued in Washington, DC. on Wednesday.

July 7, 1993.
Thomas E. McSweeny.
Acting Director, Aircraft Certification Service.
[FR Doc. 93-16916 Filed 7-16--93; 8;45 ami
BILUNG CODE 4ttG-13-t11

is equal to V, at sea level Or 0.85V, at
8,000 feet. whichever is more critical.

•••••

eerodynamlc pressures during 19 level
flight) multiplied by a factor of 1.15.
omitting other loads.

\

(e)" ....

(1) Impact with a 4·pound bird when'
the velocity of the airplane .elative to
the hird along the airplane'. flight path

.'

"

•••••
(5)· ....
(ii) The maximum value of normaJ.

operaling differential pressure
(including the expected external

(1) The limit symmetrical
maneuvering conditions specified in
§ 25.337 at aU speeds up to V, and in
§25.345. .

..

'J
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